Release Note of ATS LCD Board

Ver. 1.5 (Release Date: 04/07/2017):

Bug Fixed

- The LCD information might not be able to update since the ATS powered up.

Ver. 1.4 (Release Date: 01/30/2015):

Bug Fixes

- First LED will be lighted in one bank model.

Ver. 1.3 (Release Date: 01/20/2015):

Feature Improved

- Support 32A model (Europe model). Model name: PDU32SWHVCEE18ATNET, PDU32MHVCEE18AT.

Ver. 1.2 (Release Date: 01/09/2015):

Bug Fixes

- Source switch rarely result in ATS information update failure on the LCD.

Ver. 1.1 (Release Date: 04/10/2014):

- First release